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Introduction

The Prince Edward Island Energy Corporation (PEIEC) has contracted Frontier Power Systems
to design and manage the Eastern Kings Phase II wind project. Part of the design process
involves undertaking an analysis on radiocommunication and radar systems in the proposed
project area vicinity. By their nature, wind turbines can have negative influence on both
radiocommunication and radar systems. As such, prior to building any wind project, an
understanding of the potential impacts of the turbines on these systems needs to be undertaken.
The analysis for this project was undertaken using guidelines set out by the Radio Advisory
Board of Canada (RABC), in partnership with the Canadian Wind Energy Association
(CanWEA). The RABC/CanWEA Guidelines determine a consultation zone around various
types of radiocommunication and radar systems that could be impacted by the placement of wind
turbines in nearby area. If a consultation zone overlaps with the proposed turbine layout, a
consultation process is initiated with the system operator. Additionally, these guidelines provide
a mandatory contact list for coordination with agencies responsible for the weather radar,
navigational radar, national defense, and public safety radio systems.

2

Project Description

The proposed Eastern Kings Phase II wind project is located in the community of Eastern Kings
in eastern PEI. The development area is east of the Elmira Rd, south of the existing Eastern
Kings Phase I project, north of the East Point Rd and west of both the East Point and Northside
Roads.
The project will consist of 7 wind turbines with a total plant capacity of 29.4 MW. The proposed
turbines consist of a 138m diameter rotor and nacelle atop a 108m tall steel tower with a
generating capacity of 4.2 MW each. The below Figure 1 shows the location of the turbines on a
map of eastern PEI along with details and coordinates of each turbine.
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Figure 1: Eastern Kings Phase II - Site Layout
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Impact Assessment

The impact assessment was undertaken to satisfy the guidelines set out by RABA/CanWEA.
Analysis of disclosed systems was undertaken using the Industry Canada’s Spectrum
Management System database to determine if any consultation zones for disclosed systems
overlapped with the project area. Additionally, letters outlining the scope of the project were
distributed to mandatory contacts operating non-disclosed systems. The results of this analysis
and these conversations can be found below.
3.1

Spectrum Direct Search Results

Industry Canada manages the Spectrum Direct database of licensed radio frequencies in Canada.
The Spectrum Direct database was searched for all radio frequencies above 20,000 MHz at a
20km radius, and all frequencies up to 20,000 MHz at a 60km radius. The search results were
than analyzed using RABC/CanWEA Guidelines.
3.1.1

Point-to-Point Systems (Above 890 MHz)

For point-to-point systems above 890 MHz, the RABC/CanWEA Guidelines recommend a
consultation zone with a radius of 1 km around the transmit and receive sites. Additionally, a
cylinder around the transmission path is also considered. This transmission path cylinder is
determined as a function of the Fresnel zone of the transmitting signal. The equation for
determining the transmission path cylinder is found below:
𝑳𝒄 = 𝑹 + 𝟓𝟐√

𝑫
𝑭

Lc = Diameter of consultation zone cylinder in metres (m)
R = Rotor diameter of turbine in metres (138 m)
D = Path length between towers in kilometres (km)
F = Operating frequency of systems in gigahertz (GHz)

Figure 2 shows the major point-to-point systems in northeastern PEI, along with the transmission
paths between towers and the towers’ respective setbacks. As indicated in Figure 2, none of the
proposed turbines are located within the recommended consultation zones.
A further analysis of point-to-point systems above 890 MHz was undertaken upon learning of the
existence of a wireless high-speed internet provider in the vicinity of the project. From
discussions with local landowners, a tower located behind the local Eastern Kings Fire
Department was found to have wireless broadcasting internet systems. Consultation with the
internet provider – TNC Wireless – led to the determination that the technology being used is
most likely a Cambium Networks PMP 450i 900 MHz wireless platform. This product broadcasts
wireless internet as a point-to-multipoint (PMP) device, going from the tower to customers’
receiving antennae.
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TNC Wireless was not prepared to discuss who their customers were so the impact analysis is
limited due to unknown receiving points. Figure 3 below shows the most likely candidates for
detrimental impacts – if any exist. The proposed turbine layout places itself between the TNC
system and multiple houses in the Eastern Kings area. Of these homes, the majority are presently
separated from the TNC system by existing wind turbines. Two are not and could theoretically
see detrimental impacts – provided they currently use TNC as their wireless provider. In the
event that internet services are negatively affected, PEIEC will need to undertake effective
mitigation measures to remedy the situation. These measures may involve moving the receiving
equipment or providing the necessary support for a new internet provider to provide service to
the local resident. This appears unlikely as TNC is not perceived as a prominent supplier of
internet service in Eastern Kings. Figure 2 indicates what the consultation zones might look like,
if one of the houses in questions utilizes TNC’s services.
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Figure 2: Point-to-Point Systems with Consultation Zones
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Figure 3: Point-to-Multipoint Wireless System with Consultation Zones – EXAMPLE
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Broadcast Transmitters

The RABC/CanWEA Guidelines recommend setbacks for TV, FM and AM transmitters. The
setbacks are a 2 km radius for TV and FM transmitters, 5 km radius from single tower AM
transmitters, and a 15 km radius from multiple tower AM transmitters.
The search results from Industry Canada’s Spectrum Management System showed no turbines
falling within the setbacks from any transmitter towers.
3.1.3

Over-the-Air Reception

The RABC/CanWEA Guidelines recommend setbacks of 10 km for digital over-the-air
transmitter systems and 15 km for analog systems from the nearest wind turbine in a wind farm.
No towers broadcasting in digital or analog were found to be within the consultation zones of the
turbines in the wind farm.
It is possible that houses within the consultation zones are receiving over-the-air broadcasts. It
should be noted that digital over-the-air television broadcasts are less susceptible to interference
issues caused by wind turbines relative to analog. The majority of television providers switched
to digital broadcasting by August 2011.5
While transitioning to digital over-the-air broadcasting reduces interference issues, there are a
number of households in Eastern Kings that fall within the 10 km consultation zone of digital
over-the-air transmission. If reception issues arise following the installation of wind turbines,
mitigation measures will need to be implemented by the Prince Edward Island Energy
Corporation. These mitigation efforts could include relocation of antenna equipment, installation
of improved antenna equipment, or providing a different source for television services, be that
direct-to-home satellite, land base cable, or some other technology.
3.1.4

Cellular and Land Mobile Radio Systems

For cellular and land mobile radio systems broadcasting below 890 MHz, the RABC/CanWEA
Guidelines recommend a consultation zone of a 1 km radius to the nearest wind turbine. There
are no towers found to be within the consultation zone required for this project.
3.1.5

Satellite Stations

The RABC/CanWEA Guidelines recommend a consultation zone around a satellite
transmit/receive location of 500 m. Furthermore, a consultation zone needs to include a
consultation cone of diameter determined by the below equation:
𝐿𝐶 = 𝑅 + 104√

𝐷
𝐹

Lc = Diameter of consultation cone at distance D in metres (m)
R = Rotor diameter of turbine in metres (138 m)
D = Path length from station to turbine (minimum 1 km)
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F = Operating frequency of satellite system in gigahertz (GHz)

The consultation cone extends out from the satellite station for 10 km. Outside of that, there are
no issues. The search using Industry Canada’s database obtained one satellite ground station in
Bear River, more than 10 km from the nearest wind turbine.
It is possible that local direct to home (DTH) satellite users could be impacted by the wind
turbines, as many homes fall within the 10 km extent of the cone of consultation. A quick
calculation can assess the potential impacts.
Local bylaws maintain a minimum setback from homes to turbines of 1000 m (1 km). An
assumed frequency of DTH satellite receivers used was 11 GHz.4 The diameter of the
consultation cone at a distance of 1000 m is calculated to be 170 m. With a viewing angle of 20°
assumed between the DTH satellite receiver and the satellite, the bottom of the consultation zone
at a distance of 1000 m would be at a height of approximately 280 m, far above the blade tip
height of the turbine at 177 m. As such, it is expected that there should be no detrimental impacts
on satellite systems as a result of installation of the proposed turbines.
3.2

Environment Canada Weather Radar

The nearest Environment Canada weather radar system is located in Marion Bridge Cape
Breton.1 This station is approximately 150 km from the wind farm, well outside the 50 km
consultation zone recommended in the RABC/CanWEA Guidelines. Environment Canada was
still consulted given that the department is part of the mandatory contact list. Environment
Canada provided the following response:
“Our preliminary assessment of the information provided to us via email on 16
September, 2019 indicates that any potential interference that may be created by the
Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm near Elmira, PEI will not be severe. Although we
would prefer our radar view to be interference free, this is not always reasonable. As a
consequence, we do not have strong objections to the current proposal.”

3.3

Air Defense, Vessel Traffic, and Air Traffic Control Radar Systems

The nearest commercial airport is the Charlottetown airport – approximately 87 km WSW of the
wind farm. There is a private airfield in Cable Head, immediately north of St Peter’s Bay. This
airfield is approximately 45 km west of the wind farm. Both of these airfields are located outside
the 10 km recommended consultation zone.
Despite these locations being outside the consultation zones, the RABC/CanWEA Guidelines
include the Department of Defense, NAV Canada and the Canadian Coast Guard as mandatory
contacts. The above entities have all been contacted regarding this project.
Department of National Defense Radiocommunication Systems has inquired for additional
information, particularly confirmation that this application has been filed with NAVCAN. No
final response has been received following last email exchange on September 20, 2019.
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The Department of National Defense Military Air Defence and ATC Radars have yet to provide
a response to letter submitted on September 16, 2019.
NAV Canada is currently assessing the proposed project and are expected to respond in the
coming weeks.
The Canadian Coast Guard provided the following response:
“There is no CCG communication or radar site in the vicinity of the proposed wind
farm (Eastern Kings Phase II). Therefore no interference issues are anticipated.”

3.4

Public Safety Radio Systems

Public safety agencies have been contacted for consideration of this project as it relates to public
safety radio. Mandatory contacts given by RABC/CanWEA Guidelines include police,
ambulance and fire services in the area.
The PEI Office of Public Safety is responsible for the Provincial Integrated Communications
System (PICS2), which is a province-wide, mobile radiocommunications system for emergency
services. Pat Kelly from the PEI Office of Public Safety recommended contacting George
Conistis – Senior Manager, Radio Engineering Atlantic for Bell Mobility, the supplier of the
PICS2 equipment. George Conistis introduced Maurice Beausejour – VP Operations for YRH
Associates in Montreal. George’s recommendation was to have YHR undertake an analysis on
the PICS2 system to ensure there are no interference issues between the proposed turbines and
the PICS2 system. Maurice Beausejour confirmed that YHR’s analysis follows the
RABC/CanWEA Guidelines, effectively undertaking the same analysis this report uses.
As stated in section 3.1.4, there are no land mobile radio systems within 1 km of the nearest wind
turbine. The nearest tower supporting PICS2 hardware is 4 km from the wind plant, on the
Munns Rd. As such, no impact is expected on the PICS2 system operating on PEI.
The Eastern Kings Fire Department maintains radio equipment on a tower located next to the
firehall. The system is a land mobile service operating at 153.77 MHz. The tower is more than 1
km from the nearest turbine, falling outside the recommended consultation zone. Additionally,
conversations with a member of the fire department confirmed that the current wind turbines in
Eastern Kings do not have a detrimental impact on the internal radio signals for the EK Fire
Department.
Both the RCMP and local EMS were contacted along with the other mandatory contacts on the
RABC/CanWEA Guidelines. While the RCMP acknowledged reception of the letter, neither
entity has produced a formal response as of October 15, 2019.
3.5

Seismoacoustic Systems

Seismoacoustic systems are no longer covered under the latest version of the RABC/CanWEA
Guidelines; however, they have been included here for completeness. The nearest seismographs
in the Canadian National Seismograph Network (CNSN) are located in Cape Breton NS
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(CHEG), and Guysborough NS (CBG). Both systems are greater than 110 km from the Phase II
area. The proposed wind farm is not expected to have any impact on these systems.

4

Mandatory Contact Summary

Table 1 lists the agencies contacted in accordance with the mandatory contact list, outlined in the
RABC/CanWEA Guidelines, as well as responses received to date. A complete record of
correspondence with mandatory contacts is included in an appendix.

Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm Radiocommunication/Radar Impact Analysis - Mandatory
Contact List
Agency
Environment Canada
Department of Defense RadioCommuncation Systems
Department of Defence - Military Air
Defense and ATC Radars
NAV Canada
Canadian Coast Guard
Industry Canada

PEI Office of Public Safety
Eastern Kings Fire Department
Island EMS
RCMP

Contact Info
ec.radarsmeteo-weatherradars.ca@canada.ca

Response
No concerns

mario.lavoie2@forces.gc.ca

Response pending

windturbines@forces.gc.ca

Response pending

landuse@navcanada.ca
WindfarmCoordinator.XNCR@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
General Radiofrequency database: https://smssgs.ic.gc.ca/frequencySearch/searchByGeographicArea?ex
ecution=e1s1
Pat Kelly - pjkelly@gov.pe.ca
George Conistis - george.conistis@bell.ca
Maurice Beausejour - mbeausejour@yrh.com
Glen Cameron - (902)357-2325
info@islandems.ca
Windfarm_Coordinator@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

Response pending
No concerns
No results within
consultation zones
Deferral to RABC/CanWEA
Guideline Analysis
No concerns
Response pending
Response pending

Table 1
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Conclusions

The Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm has been assessed for potential impact on
radiocommunication and radar systems, as recommended by the Radio Advisory Board of
Canada and the Canadian Wind Energy Association, in the document: Technical Information and
Coordination Process Between Wind Turbines and Radiocommunication and Radar Systems.
The RABC/CanWEA Guidelines outline a recommended process for wind project proponents to
evaluate consultation zones for disclosed radiocommunication and radar systems listed in the
Industry Canada database. None of the proposed wind turbine sites are located within the
recommended consultation zones for these systems, and the wind plant is not expected to have
any adverse impact on these systems.
The RABC/CanWEA Guidelines also identify agencies that must be consulted with during the
planning and development phase of a wind farm. These agencies operate air traffic control radar,
navigational radar, and weather radar systems, public safety radio systems, and non-disclosed
systems, such as DND radar systems. All of these agencies have been contacted for consideration
12
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of the proposed project as it relates to the particular systems they operate. None of the agencies
who have responded have raised any objections to the project. There is currently a wind farm
operating within 1500 m of the proposed turbine layout.
There exists small potential for a limited number of houses in the immediate vicinity of the wind
farm with over-the-air television reception. While these impacts are not anticipated, mitigation
efforts by the Prince Edward Island Energy Corporation may need to be undertaken in the event
that local residents suffer from degraded reception to their television. These mitigation efforts
could include relocation of antenna equipment, installation of improved antenna equipment, or
providing a different source for television services, be that direct-to-home satellite, land base
cable, or some other technology.
There exist a small potential that a limited number of customers within the vicinity of the wind
farm could see some negative impacts on quality of internet connection. The potential impacts
are dependent on the customers’ internet provider and the location of their household receiving
antenna. In the event that issues arise, the PEIEC may need to undertake some mitigation efforts.
These efforts could include moving the receiving antenna equipment or supporting the switch to
a different internet provider providing service in the area.
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Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 12, 2019
Bell Mobility
George Conistis
Attn: george.conistis@bell.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
Dear Mr. Conistis:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 110m, for a total height of 179m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Larry Avery
PEI Office of Public Safety
134 Kent St
Charlottetown PE
C1A 8R8
jlavery@gov.pe.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
Dear Mr. Avery:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Dave
I spoke with Bell regarding your inquiry and they indicated that you should contact the local
telecommunication providers directly as they may have issues with the cellular services in this area as well.
The person I was speaking with at Bell Mobility was George Conistis, (george.conistis@bell.ca). You can
contact him to speak about the PICS2 system, as well as any concerns they may have around Bell Mobility
Cellular service in that area.
If you have any other questions, please let me know.
Best Regards
Pat

Patrick J. Kelly
911 Provincial Coordinator
Justice and Public Safety
PO Box 911
Charlottetown PEI C1A 7L9
Office: 902.894.0299
Mobile: (902) 314-0380
Fax: 902.368.6362
Email: pjkelly@gov.pe.ca
www.peipublicsafety.ca
>>> "Dave Brothers" <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca> 9/16/19 2:02 PM >>>

Hi Pat,
As discussed on the phone; please see attached letter regarding proposed Eastern Kings Phase II Wind
Farm for your consideration. Looking forward to hearing back from you.
Regards,
Dave Brothers
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Understood. Could you send along the consultant’s contact info?
Thanks,
Dave
Dave Brothers
Frontier Power Systems

From: Conistis, George <george.conistis@bell.ca>
Sent: September-20-19 9:30 AM
To: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Subject: RE: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Project - Eastern Kings Phase II
The PICS system has been decommissioned and completely replaced with the Province wide P25 Public
Safety System designated as PICS2.
They are two completely separate systems and technologies.
From: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:14 AM
To: Conistis, George <george.conistis@bell.ca>
Subject: [EXT]RE: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Project - Eastern Kings Phase II
Hi George,
Thanks for that. I’ve attached a copy of the report my colleague undertook for the Hermanville wind
farm in 2012. Page 8 of the report details the discussion with the office of Public Safety along with Bell
Mobility’s recommendations. Would you be able to bring me up to speed on what has changed with the
PICS system that requires 3-5 weeks of study and a budget of $2-$3k?
Cheers,
Dave
Dave Brothers
Frontier Power Systems

From: Conistis, George <george.conistis@bell.ca>
Sent: September-20-19 8:29 AM
To: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Subject: RE: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Project - Eastern Kings Phase II
Dave, I have an estimate of between 3-5 weeks for completion of analysis and a budgetary figure of
roughly $2-$3k. It makes sense that you deal with our consultant directly for te analysis and payment.
Please let me know if this you directional agree and I can facilitate contact.

From: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:47 PM

To: Conistis, George <george.conistis@bell.ca>
Subject: [EXT]PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Project - Eastern Kings Phase II
Hi George,
I believe you were speaking with Pat Kelly at PEI Department of Public Safety regarding the project I’m
working on. Please find attached the letter distributed as overview of project.
I understand you may be able to provide some insight into the PICS2 system and any potential impacts
the proposed wind project may have on the system. Please feel free to reach me by either email of
phone to further discuss this matter.
Looking forward to hearing from you soon:
Dave Brothers
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Dave,
Let me introduce Maurice from YRH Associates. I have provided Maurice the information you forwarded
and he is prepared to work with you and provide an analysis for the proposed Wind Farm and its impact
on The Public Safety System.
Maurice Beauséjour, ing./P.Eng.
V.P. Opérations / V.P. Operations
102-424 Guy, Montréal, QC, Canada H3J 1S6
Tel: 514-934-3024 ext 213 | Fax: 514-934-2245
mbeausejour@yrh.com

George Conistis, P.Eng.
Bell Mobility Radio | Bell Mobilité Radio
Senior Manager, Radio Engineering Atlantic | Gestionnaire principal, Ingénierie Radio Atlantique
 902.487.3851 902.497.3412  George.Conistis@bell.ca

Hi Dave,
In fact, we just follow the Guidelines that were prepared by both the RABC and the CANWEA.
A copy of the latest version is available at :
https://www.rabc-cccr.ca/about/publications/wind-turbines-radio-radar/
I don’t think that there is a large number of Radio systems on the east end of PEI but you never know.
You could find a copy of one of our report at :
https://www.northlandpower.com/cmsAssets/docs/pdfs/Northlandpower_PDFs/Grand_Bend_Wind_Fa
rm/Reports/telecom_impact_study.pdf

In terms of cost, we can usually get the search and analysis done within a budget of $2000 to $3000.
The long 4 to 6 weeks delay is for getting answers back from the different groups involved, mainly
RCMP, NAV CAN and DND.
Regards,

Maurice Beauséjour, ing./P.Eng.
V.P. Opérations / V.P. Operations
102-424 Guy, Montréal, QC, Canada H3J 1S6
Tel: 514-934-3024 ext 213 | Fax: 514-934-2245
mbeausejour@yrh.com

From: Dave Brothers [mailto:dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca]
Sent: September-24-19 12:49 PM
To: Maurice Beausejour
Subject: PEI Wind Farm Analysis

Hi Maurice,
I understand George Conistis has brought you up to speed on the project here in PEI that we are working
on. I’ve been investigating the potential impacts that these new wind turbines may have on
radiocommunication and radar systems, but I am unexperienced with this sort of work. During design of
the previous wind farm in Eastern PEI, the only analysis that was performed on the Provincial Integrated
Communications System was an email sent from us to the Office of Public Safety in Charlottetown. They
forwarded the message onto Bell personnel, and Bell personnel emailed back in short order saying there
were no issues with the project going forward as intended. Now I’m told that the process of assessing
the impacts of turbines on the PICS 2 is a multi-week process with significant costs associated with it.
Would you be able to provide an outline on what process needs to be undertaken to effectively assess
any impacts from the wind turbines, as well as some cost projections to educate both myself and my
client on this matter?
Many thanks,

Dave
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Canadian Coast Guard
Attn: windfarm.coordinator@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
To Whom it may concern:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Hello,
There is no CCG communication or radar site in the vicinity of the proposed
wind farm (Eastern Kings Phase II). Therefore no interference issues are
anticipated.
Regards / Salutations,
Martin Grégoire
Canadian Coast Guard
Garde côtière canadienne

From: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 12:47 PM
To: CCG Wind Farm Coordinator / Coordinateur Parcs Eoliens GCC (DFO/MPO)
<WindfarmCoordinator.XNCR@dfo-mpo.gc.ca>
Subject: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Farm - Eastern Kings
To Whom it may concern:
Please find the attached letter regarding the proposed Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm for your
consideration. I look forward to your earliest response.
Regards,
Dave Brothers
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Department of National Defense
Radiocommunication Systems
Attn: Mario Lavoie
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
Dear Mr. Lavoie:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Please confirm this project has been filed with NAVCAN?
http://www.navcanada.ca/en/products-and-services/Pages/land-use-program.aspx

From: Dave Brothers [mailto:dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca]
Sent: September-16-19 12:44 PM
To: Lavoie MJ@ADM(IM) DJCIS@Ottawa-Hull <MARIO.LAVOIE2@forces.gc.ca>
Subject: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Farm - Eastern Kings
Mr. Mario Lavoie,
Please find the attached letter regarding the proposed Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm for your
consideration. I look forward to your earliest response.
Regards,
Dave Brothers
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Department of National Defense
Military Air Defense and ATC Radars
Attn: windturbines@forces.gc.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
To Whom it may concern:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Environment Canada
Weather Radars
Attn: ec.radarsmeteo-weatherradars.ec@canada.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
To Whom it may concern:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level,
and a base diameter of 4.5m. A map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided
below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Dear Dave,
Thank you for contacting the Meteorological Service of Canada, a branch of Environment and Climate
Change Canada, regarding your wind energy intentions.
Our preliminary assessment of the information provided to us via email on 16 September, 2019
indicates that any potential interference that may be created by the Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm
near Elmira, PEI will not be severe. Although we would prefer our radar view to be interference free, this
is not always reasonable. As a consequence, we do not have strong objections to the current proposal.
If your plans are modified in any manner (e.g. number of turbines, height, placement or materials) this
analysis would no longer be valid. An updated analysis must be conducted.
Please contact us at: ec.radarsmeteo-weatherradars.ec@canada.ca
Thank you for your ongoing cooperation and we wish you success.
Best Regards,
Troy

Troy Beechinor
Planner, Radar and Upper Air
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) / Government of Canada Monitoring and Data Services
Directorate Meteorological Service of Canada Troy.Beechinor@canada.ca / Tel: 416-739-4814
Troy Beechinor
Planificateur / coordonnateur de programme, Radar et aérologie Environnement et Changement
Climatique Canada (ECCC) / Gouvernement du Canada Direction de la surveillance et services de
données Service météorologique du Canada Troy.Beechinor@canada.ca / Tel: 416-739-4814

From: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Sent: September 16, 2019 2:06 PM
To: Radars Météo / Weather Radars (EC) <ec.radarsmeteo-weatherradars.ec@canada.ca>
Subject: RE: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Farm - Eastern Kings
Hi Troy,
I’ve attached the details of turbines and turbine locations in Excel format. Will that be sufficient, or is
there more information you need in Excel format?
Thanks,
Dave
Dave Brothers

Frontier Power Systems

From: Radars Météo / Weather Radars (EC) <ec.radarsmeteo-weatherradars.ec@canada.ca>
Sent: September-16-19 2:38 PM
To: 'Dave Brothers' <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Subject: RE: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Farm - Eastern Kings
Dave
Thanks for your email to ECCC. Would you be able to provide the information in Excel or .kml
format. Thank you.

Troy Beechinor
Planner, Radar and Upper Air
Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC) / Government of Canada Monitoring and Data Services
Directorate Meteorological Service of Canada Troy.Beechinor@canada.ca / Tel: 416-739-4814
Troy Beechinor
Planificateur / coordonnateur de programme, Radar et aérologie Environnement et Changement
Climatique Canada (ECCC) / Gouvernement du Canada Direction de la surveillance et services de
données Service météorologique du Canada Troy.Beechinor@canada.ca / Tel: 416-739-4814

From: Dave Brothers <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca>
Sent: September 16, 2019 12:50 PM
To: Radars Météo / Weather Radars (EC) <ec.radarsmeteo-weatherradars.ec@canada.ca>
Subject: PEI Energy Corporation 2020 Wind Farm - Eastern Kings
To Whom it may concern:
Please find the attached letter regarding the proposed Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm for your
consideration. I look forward to your earliest response.
Regards,
Dave Brothers
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Island EMS
Attn: info@islandems.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
To Whom it may concern:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
NAV Canada
Land Use Office
Attn: landuse@navcanada.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
To Whom it may concern:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Frontier Power Systems Inc.
27 St. Peters Rd.
Charlottetown, PE,
CANADA
C1A 5N1
Phone:
(902) 853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

Date: September 16, 2019
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Attn: windfarm_Coordinator@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Reference: Radio Communication and Radar System Impact Assessment – Eastern Kings
Phase II Wind Farm, PEI
To Whom it may concern:
We have been contracted by the PEI Energy Corporation for the design and project management
of a proposed wind farm in Eastern Kings PEI. The project will consist of 7 turbines, with a total
generating capacity of 29.4 MW to be installed in summer 2020. The proposed turbines have a
138m diameter rotor with a hub height of 108m, for a total height of 177m above ground level. A
map showing the project area and turbine coordinates is provided below.
We are asking for your consideration of the proposed turbine locations regarding potential
interference with any radio communication, radar, or air navigation systems you may operate
near to the project area. Should you discover the possibility of any material impact on your
operations by any of the proposed turbines, please provide details on the equipment location,
coverage area, or transmission path, and the requested setbacks.
Thank you for your earliest attention. Please contact me if you require any more information.
Sincerely,

Dave Brothers, P.Eng.
Project Engineer

Greetings Mr. Brothers,
We have received your request for the above stated project and will commence the process immediately.
Should you require any further contact regarding this application feel free to contact myself.
Regards,

Phil Tanguay
RCMP Spectrum Unit / Wind Farm Coordinator
Tel: 613-998-6190
Fax: 613-998-7528
Email: windfarm_coordinator@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
.
>>> "Dave Brothers" <dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca> 2019/10/07 8:11 AM >>>

To Whom it may concern:
Please find the attached letter regarding the proposed Eastern Kings Phase II Wind Farm for your
consideration. I look forward to your earliest response.
Regards,
Dave Brothers
Dave Brothers, P.Eng.,
Frontier Power Systems
(902)853-6797
dbrothers@frontierpowersystems.ca

